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**ABSTRACT:** Based on the author’s experience as one of the German translators of *The Making*, this article lays out its protracted and contradictory reception in Germany. When E.P. Thompson’s *magnum opus* was published fifty years ago, German scholars on both sides of the Iron Curtain failed to take note of it for several years. The relatively muted reception in West Germany during the 1970s was marked by its dismissal as theory-lacking and “subjectivist”. Examining the contrasting contexts of postwar Britain, with its popular anti-fascist experience, and post-fascist West Germany helps to understand why Thompson’s “empirical idiom” of class history failed to strike a chord at the time with leading representatives of the new generation of “progressive” social historians in Germany and a broader reading public. It was only with the arrival of *Alltagsgeschichte*, feminist history, and, more generally, the cultural turn in humanities that *The Making* and its German translation became a canonical point of reference both in working-class history and the wider humanities. A brief epilogue discusses its lasting potential for a historical understanding of today’s processes of post-Cold War class formation and human rights struggles.

Within the international community of social and (meanwhile “cultural”) historians of a certain generation the encounter with Edward P. Thompson’s *magnum opus*, *The Making of the English Working Class*, is often remembered as an outright revelation: “[…] and then, during my undergraduate

---

classes, I read *The Making*, is a phrase I was often told by British and American scholars trying to explain to me what had inspired them during the 1960s and early 1970s when they had to pick their PhD subjects – subjects that would lead them far from Thompson’s eighteen- and nineteenth-century England to, for instance, fields such as Stalinist Russia or Weimar Germany.

Among German history students of the same age cohort, reminiscences of such a revelatory experience are rare. Here, *The Making* and Thompson’s oeuvre in general was discovered primarily by a small group among a new generation of social historians establishing themselves in the profession by promoting a thorough methodological innovation within social history. The group of young research fellows based at the Max Planck Institute for History in Göttingen (Alf Lüdtke, Hans Medick), to whom I am still indebted for having drawn my attention to Thompson’s “Moral Economy” essay during my own undergraduate years around 1980, was undoubtedly the most influential among these early “importers” of Thompson into the German-speaking community.1

One – and the most obvious – explanation for this difference was the language obstacle: over 800 pages in English and by an author often praised for the imaginative richness of his prose was, at least then, a challenge in its own right for inexperienced readers. In addition, while reading Marxist literature – whether on one’s own or as part of the syllabus – had become fashionable in West German universities during the 1960s in a lot of humanities, this was certainly not the case in history. The West German undergraduate canon of Marxism gravitated towards the Frankfurt School, Ernst Bloch, and Herbert Marcuse, and their numerous adepts and followers in philosophy, sociology, political science, economics, psychology, etc.2 The scholarly discipline of modern history, by contrast, was characterized at the time by an opposition between the dominant mainstream political history in the vein of the historicist tradition, on the one hand, and structuralist social history representing the “progressive” *Zeitgeist* of the decade, on the other.3

It is, therefore, no wonder that during the first decade of its publication *The Making* remained largely unnoticed by mainstream German historians, not to speak of a broader readership. It was only with the growing interest

1. Robert M. Berdahl et al., *Klassen und Kultur: Sozialanthropologische Perspektiven in der Geschichtsschreibung* (Frankfurt am Main, 1982).
in the history of the working class in West Germany after 1968 that its seminal impact on Anglophone scholarship attracted the curiosity of a few methodologically more interested social scientists and historians. This first phase of “domesticating” *The Making* among a group of younger adherers to West German “social science history” (*Historische Sozialwissenschaft*) will be used here to discuss the intimate relationship between the programmatic message of *The Making* and the politico-cultural environment within which it was written and received. For this purpose, I will focus on *The Making’s* reception in the West German *Zunft*, i.e. the venerable “guild” of university-based professional historians. This implies a number of caveats with regard to what I am not going to do in the following pages. If one were to aim to cover the entire German-speaking world, one would have to include, firstly, all West German “outsiders”, such as the group around Karl Heinz Roth inspired by the Italian *operaismo* approach, whose historiographical merit consisted in establishing in the 1970s the notion of “another” working-class movement, i.e. beyond the constraints of Social Democratic and communist organizations, among German working-class historians, and for whom Thompson was something like a model for a militant intellectual uniting “history” and “politics”. Interestingly, this “political” Thompson was affirmed again very recently by proponents of a post-communist left, venerating him as a quintessential “socialist humanist”, standing in a tradition of twentieth-century undogmatic and heretic Marxist intellectuals. For a complete picture, the GDR and the other German-speaking countries would have to be included too. In the GDR, the reception went in specific directions, although it remained very restricted: Jürgen Kuczynski’s appraisal from 1965 remained the only visible reaction until the publication of a German translation in West Germany in 1987. Even Hartmut Zwahr, undoubtedly the most innovative specialist in working-class history in the GDR, who had personally encountered Thompson at an international conference, did not (dare to?) mention *The Making*

4. For one of the starting points of this political and intellectual current, see Sergio Bologna, Paolo Carpignano, and Antonio Negri, *Crisi e organizzazione operaia* (Milan, 1974).


in his writings. Meanwhile, the reception in Switzerland and Austria was informed by constellations similar to those in West Germany. To understand the impact of *The Making* in West Germany properly, a broader view of the general reception of Thompson’s full historiographical oeuvre by the end of the 1970s is necessary. Detlev Puls in 1979 and Dieter Groh in 1980 edited two widely read collections of essays that were crucial for popularizing the “Thompsonian” view of social history in West Germany. Puls’s *Wahrnehmungsformen und Protestverhalten* [Forms of Perception and Protest Behaviour] collated Thompson’s seminal “Moral Economy” essay and contributions by German and international historians inspired by Thompson. Shortly after, Groh presented a selection of Thompson’s finest articles under the title *Plebejische Kultur und moralische Ökonomie* [Plebeian Culture and Moral Economy] preceded by a long introduction, to which I will return later. Although none of these German mediators of Thompson failed to underline the outstanding relevance of *The Making* for Thompson’s status as one of the leading British historians of the time, their main interest tended to lie in the issues and problematics typical for the “Moral Economy” essay. To some extent, this can be explained by a growing interest among German scholars in forms of popular protest and politics outside the traditions of organized labour. The very notion of “protest” denoted this shift of focus and turned into a term much en vogue among historians – although the term did not figure prominently in Thompson’s own writings, as Karl Heinz Roth has pointed out.

While the prevalence of “protest” was certainly also part of a common international 1968 zeitgeist marked by protest movements of all kinds around the world, the origins of organized working-class movements in England and Germany, in contrast, seemed to be very specific in each of these countries. The one had grown out of a century-long battle for popular

rights while industrialization and marketization was underway; the other came late, after the breakthrough of industrialization, and was dominated by “Marxism” from early on. When, in the late 1960s, the “classics” of Marx and Engels were rediscovered by German left-wing intellectuals, often in a reverential if not outright orthodox way, this historical background contributed to a blurred vision of the historical processes of class formation – a blurred vision that also hampered an understanding of The Making. At the beginning, only the sociologist Michael Vester, whose book on the Chartists and their precursors will be dealt with below, and the late Günther Lottes wrote historiographical monographs strongly inspired by The Making. While Vester reframed the ideas of Thompson in a rather problematic way, Lottes, a specialist in the history of the Enlightenment, picked up on the “Liberty Tree” theme in the first half of The Making and presented a widely researched analysis of the “theory and practice of English radicalism” in the eighteenth century. His was undoubtedly the most thorough appropriation of The Making in Germany for years to come.13 By contrast, the themes of the second half of The Making, i.e. Thompson’s epic narrative of “class constitution”, of the interplay of economic determination and experience, political oppression, and the forging of a class culture were not a focus of this modest “first wave” of Thompson’s reception in Germany. The same is true for his other “grand” monographs (on William Morris and Edward Blake) and, of course, his political writings, the latter reaching a totally different audience during the heyday of the international movement for nuclear disarmament around 1980.

With regard to the theme of this article, the West German reception of The Making, my central argument will be that through the respective involvements of their societies with Nazism and World War II, Great Britain and West Germany constituted fundamentally different historical environments for engaging with Thompson’s new approach to working-class history. These two societies, though allies during the Cold War from the late 1940s onwards, represented opposite poles of political cultures among Western societies of their time: triumphant and popular anti-fascism on the one hand; all-out military, political, and moral defeat of the extreme variant of fascism as a popular project on the other.

In a first step, I will thus reconstruct the contrastive conditions and obstacles for a creative reception of The Making at the time of its publication. In a second step, I will describe how this mixed reception of The Making gave way to its belated acknowledgement and appreciation as a

“classic” of modern historiography during the years when West German social history scholarship was challenged both by Alltagsgeschichte (history of everyday life), women’s and feminist history, and a growing critique of modernity, resulting in its translation into German (1987) and – during the following decades – its canonization in the field of cultural studies and humanities.

As a sort of epilogue, I propose to reflect on The Making’s current timeliness in the post-Cold War and post-communist era. In the eastern part of the continent this was, and partly still is, an era of the rapid and, outside the EU, predatory construction or reconstruction of capitalism, including the swift and brutal “unmaking” and “making” of new working classes. It has, meanwhile, also become an era of popular struggles for freedom and social rights – scenarios that should reconfirm the rank of Thompson’s epic as an evergreen of politically engaged historiography.

“SUBJECTIVE REDUCTIONISM”? 

In essence, the reception of The Making in West German historical scholarship in the late 1970s and early 1980s can be summed up as follows: readers were impressed by the empirically rich and exceptionally well-written 800-page book that went to the heart of the political, social, and cultural history of England in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In particular, the author’s empathy with individual actors, which he did not merely profess but demonstrate in numerous concrete accounts, conveyed an understanding of what was “new” and “different” about “social history from below”. First and foremost, Thompson’s book was a counterpoint to the widespread practice among social historians of posthumously squeezing their “heroes” into theoretically deduced categories and concepts of development, or to define them as politically “immature” or “mature” in relation to structures of production and ownership and hence force them into the Procrustean bed of a historical-philosophical master plan. This anti-reductionism and anti-economism, which The Making demonstrated in various individual examples, addressed a set of problems that German social historians of the late 1970s were certainly familiar with.

This generally positive assessment was, however, often followed by an objection: there was no “theory”. For many years, “lack of theory” remained the major criticism, especially when it came to drawing conclusions from a book like The Making for one’s own historiographical practice. Some considerations by Dieter Groh, one of the most productive social historians researching the history of the German labour movement at the time, serve to illustrate this point. As mentioned, in 1980 he published a volume entitled Plebejische Kultur und moralische Ökonomie, which included German translations of several articles by Thompson and a
comprehensive introduction by Groh himself. In the introduction, he summed up the strengths of Thompson’s approach:

Thompson’s contribution, among other things, is that he demonstrated in his empirical studies how to avoid the dilemma of economic reductionism: by decoding behaviour against the backdrop of cultural reference systems that follow a specific logic. This sort of reconstruction can contribute to our understanding of seemingly incomprehensible, “spontaneous”, and disorganized phenomena such as “food riots” or “setting the price” actions. This way, we can analyse these events in a way that not only elucidates the experiences and expressions of the actors, but also reveals their underlying meaning.14

Perhaps it is in the nature of the matter that any attempt to summarize the conceptual implications of a historiographical text is necessarily more “theoretical” than the text itself. Certainly Thompson would not have described his work in these words. He was known (and in some cases feared) for his unpretentious, but at times highly polemical theoretical argumentation. But Groh’s paraphrasing was, in my view, nevertheless an accurate attempt to explain the specific potential of Thompson’s approach to German readers, who were in most cases shaped (or deformed) by the then current, highly “structuralist” rendition of Marxist or Weberian ideas. In that sense, Groh’s assessment might still be relevant. He then goes on to formulate the main points of criticism:

This achievement comes at the price of a mirror-inverted reductionism, which can be called subjectivist. “History from below” is reduced by the empathetic and patiently “listening” historian to the reconstruction of perception modes and the behaviour of individuals within their horizons of experience. This way, it is reduced to the intentions of the protagonists. Structural constraints of action as well as motivations and motives that – for whatever reason – are displaced or desymbolized are lost to this view.15

However, Groh does not leave the criticism of subjectivist reductionism to the discretion of his readers; instead, he introduces a “safe” formula with which the unknown treasure of Thompson’s historiography can be lifted after all: Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of “social practice”,16 embedded in David Lockwood’s analytical differentiation between systemic and social integration.17 According to Groh, this combination of theories is particularly well suited to analyse the dialectic of economy and moral values without stepping into the trap of intentionalist reductionism.18

15. Ibid., p. 24.
I will refrain from presenting evidence to the contrary and showing that Groh does not do justice to Thompson at this point. Suffice to say, Thompson does analyze “objective” facts and lets them “speak”. He does not pursue history only from within. In the British discussion, various “Thompsonians” have defended The Making against similar objections (though not always benefiting its cause). The question must also remain unanswered whether any such attempt at transmitting or translating the products of other scientific cultures necessitates this sort of theorizing mediation. While the ideal would be to reconstruct, as far as possible, an author’s ideas based upon his own premises, this sort of joy in theoretical combination can, in retrospect, turn out to be quite stimulating. In this case, for instance, Dieter Groh was one of the first prominent West German social historians to recognize the tremendous potential of Pierre Bourdieu as yet another West European post-Marxist “giant” – long before the “cultural-historical” “Bourdieu-for-historians” medleys that would become en vogue two decades later under the banner of a supposedly “new” cultural history.

Groh, it should be noted, was not the only German social historian to interpret Thompson in this manner. Thompson’s account was often praised as empirically and conceptually fascinating, but theoretically deficient. In order to make it suitable for German demands, something had to be added: a meta-concept, i.e. a “grand theory” of society, economy, and culture in the era of industrialization and modernization. And The Making was in some cases “augmented” in this way. A very early attempt, in 1970, to embark on such an endeavour was made not by a historian, but a sociologist, Michael Vester. He sort of retold The Making, turning it into an account of “The Development of the Proletariat as a Learning Process”, a Bildungsroman with various “learning cycles” borrowed from economic history. However, this work did not have any repercussions in social history.

Ten years later, around 1980, The Making finally became well known also among German social historians – albeit indirectly, through its great resonance and broad reception among British and American social historians.

Moreover, this acknowledgement was rather reluctant at the beginning. Jürgen Kocka, for example, referred to *The Making* merely en passant, parenthetically, which reveals his wish to distance himself from Thompson. At first, Thompson was even apodictically excluded from the circle of serious reference literature: in his introduction to the special issue on *Arbeiterkultur* of the journal *Geschichte und Gesellschaft* in 1979, Kocka argues: “It [*The Making*] does not contain a clear classification of cultural phenomena or a neat definition of the working class, which leaves the social substance of this working-class culture more or less in the dark. These difficulties have to do with Thompson’s extremely subjectivist definition of class (preface), which, to put it bluntly, defines the working class as working-class culture.”22 This brief reference to the “preface” relates to the much-cited introduction to *The Making*, in which Thompson develops his concept of a processual and relational definition of class in contrast to Ralf Dahrendorf’s structural-functionalist understanding.23 Three years later, this sort of brusque brushing aside of Thompson’s work no longer seemed appropriate. In the meantime, more and more people had read not only the famous preface, with its famous “passages”, but also the rich “rest” of the book. Now the assessments were more generous: “Ultimately, [Thompson] pays the price of neglecting the systemic character of the society he is studying for his analysis of the dimensions “experience” and “agency”. As an influential forefather of the history of experience and culture, he anticipated not only many of its strengths, but also some of its weaknesses.”24

While the formula “many strengths, some weaknesses” represents a sensible shift in appreciation, Kocka does not further specify the weaknesses mentioned. In 1983, he published his comprehensive social history of the emergence of the working class in Germany. Hidden in a lengthy footnote on various East and West German dogmatic Marxist definitions of class, one stumbles upon a positive reference to Thompson: “One of Thompson’s great achievements is that he recognized, abandoned, and criticized this value-based assessment [of the historical emergence of social classes by historians] between the two poles ‘avant-garde of the proletariat’ and ‘false consciousness’. However, he did not entirely abandon class analysis informed by Marxism.” Citing the main points of criticism from 1982 outlined above, he still maintains, “Thompson’s definition of class has

23. Thompson and Dahrendorf were related to each other not only in conceptual (though opposing) terms. On how the differences between Germany and Britain played out in the “transferability” of their work between the two countries, see the section “Social History and Post-Fascism” below.
other weaknesses that make it inadvisable to adopt it.” Interestingly, in the main text Kocka goes on to outline the agenda of historically reconstructing “wage labour and the emergence of class” by raising and combining various topoi and problems that *The Making* introduced into the historiography of the working class in the first place.

There were many contradictions and inconsistencies in the West German debate, which was initially strongly shaped by structural history. This explains, to some degree, the reactions of German scholars to the new theories and issues Thompson introduced into the international writing of social history. On the whole, however, this largely failed reception of Thompson can be regarded as a minor episode in German social history. In any case, German historiography has succeeded in resolving and overcoming many of these constraints through its “own” means, i.e. by opening up to new critical approaches advocated by a younger generation of historians. Before moving on to some of the innovations in West German historiography during the 1980s, it is worthwhile scrutinizing the causes of the late, and when it happened initially missed, encounter with E.P. Thompson and *The Making* in particular. The protracted acceptance of *The Making* appears symptomatic of the self-understanding of West German social history in the 1970s and 1980s, particularly of its self-image as a reform-oriented “progressive” enterprise, which can be read as a small, but emblematic aspect of the European history of humanities after the end of World War II.

**SOCIAL HISTORY AND POST-FASCISM**

Why this stubborn unwillingness to acknowledge the enormous potential of *The Making* among leading German social historians of the 1960s and 1970s? Trying to understand this oddity brings us back to the politics behind *The Making* and forces us to compare them with the politics behind the German social history evolving during 1960s and 1970s.

When Thompson set out to write history, Britain was a postwar society with a popular anti-fascist experience, which had won a triumphant victory and new options for a new future. In an introduction written to a recently published collection of early essays by Thompson, Cal Winslow points to

---


26. In his most recent volume *Arbeiterleben und Arbeiterkultur. Die Entstehung einer sozialen Klasse* (Bonn, 2013), pp. 22f., Kocka praises *The Making’s* merits in overcoming the dominance of structural history in both the Marxian and the Weberian traditions of working-class history through its emphasis on class experience and the importance of inherited popular traditions for the process of class formation. Its assumed neglect of “solid structures” and “overarching processes” framing these experiences now clearly figures as subordinate.
the widespread notion that the people and not Churchill had won the war against fascism on the one hand, and the high hopes of social reform and democracy after the victory of the Labour Party at the national elections in summer 1945 on the other. It is from this political culture and its dynamics during the Cold War that *The Making* emanated. Thompson’s peers consisted of young intellectuals engaged in this popular culture as radicals, as anti-capitalists, and initially as communists, in any sense as Marxists.

You could barely conceive of a bigger gap between political cultures than by comparing this to young intellectuals growing up in defeated post-fascist Germany during the same decade. If we recall the intellectual and social situation of the Federal Republic of Germany in the late 1960s and early 1970s, focusing in particular on the subject history, it becomes apparent why *The Making* did not have the same impact in Germany as it did in Britain – in contrast to the reception afforded the work in the academic communities of other countries (US, Italy). There are various factors that account for this difference. It is not just the simple fact that the combination of comprehensibility for a broad audience and a compassionate writing style in the analysis of highly complex historical issues has, at least since the Second World War, never been regarded as an important aim within German academic tradition. By contrast, British historiography represented a peculiarly literary tradition, linked with the broader political domain, and within it dissident leftist intellectuals could speak about national history to a broad audience, thereby also indirectly addressing urgent issues of the present. This was also constitutive for a work like *The Making*.

German political culture was crucially different at the time, also in other regards. There were good reasons why the newly emerging sub-discipline within West German historiography that liked to refer to itself as “social science history” (*Historische Sozialwissenschaft*) could not and would not understand the “empirical idiom of the British” that allowed Thompson to

---


29. For a foundational text of this paradigm, see Hans-Ulrich Wehler, *Geschichte als Historische Sozialwissenschaft* (Frankfurt am Main, 1973).
unfold a theoretically rich, historical argument. In the tradition of the “German theoretical idiom”, this social history itself had only just stepped into the arena to challenge the hegemony of conventional political history. Re-examining and renegotiating theoretical presumptions and the political self-understanding of previous historiography in an explicit way became one of its hallmarks. With some consequentiality its proponents therefore lacked the sensibility to discern the theoretical potential in a fact-oriented narrative like The Making. The crude facts, graphic details, and countless episodes at the surface of its text could not echo their intellectual concerns and political attitudes.

This was not just a matter of dissimilarity in academic traditions. The horizon of collective political experience that shaped the social history “agendas” in the two countries is even more important in explaining the differences. In West Germany, approaching the subject of class formation and its impact on democratic politics took place in a postwar society with a popular fascist experience, which had brought about the complete material and, above all, moral and political disaster of the nation in its integrity, affecting all classes, all confessions, all ideological orientations.

What did this mean for the new young generation of historians in West Germany maturing during the 1950s and 1960s? What does this mean for the ways in which politics, in particular popular and democratic politics, interact with historical writing? It meant that while looking at the same subject, the working class and its historical formation as a social and political actor, the focus of attention was a totally different one. Fascism had come about not least as a consequence of a catastrophic defeat of working-class politics. This had been a defeat not just at the ballot box; it had been a defeat that had gone hand in hand with the disintegration of working-class cultures during the late Weimar Republic and during the Nazi period. It had led not just to political apathy and individualization of workers, but also to massive collaboration and support of Nazi state politics, also by workers. Although working-class organizations had contributed more than other former parties to anti-Nazi resistance, the working class itself had ceased to exist as a political reality. It had lost its unique quality as a culture of resistance and of counter-hegemony that it had actually acquired during the long struggles for democratic citizenship and social equity since c.1848.

During these postwar decades, the task of German historians thus consisted of a critical historical investigation of the societal and political developments leading to 1933, and then to Auschwitz and 1945. This entailed not only reflecting on the undeniable and pervasive responsibility

of the ruling classes, but also on the lack of popular support for anti-fascism and the widespread support for Nazi politics, including among the lower classes. Understanding the acquiescence of workers, why they had succumbed to nationalist ideology, why they had bought into Volksgemeinschaft and given up “class” as a focus of social identity – this was the intellectual challenge they were confronted with. In consequence, they were much more familiar with British historians such as Timothy Mason than with Thompson.31

To conceive of a working class-history revolving around the idea of a “Liberty Tree” together with an emphatic reappraisal of this history as a tradition of popular politics carried little plausibility under these circumstances. This is one reason why The Making, though it was accepted as a valuable contribution to the history of industrialization and class formation, could barely resonate with the political concerns of German social historians at the time. In post-fascist West Germany, the highly political narrative of The Making, including its connotations of working-class education and of New Left radicalism, acquired a “sound” different from its original environment, which was characterized by a mix of victorious anti-fascism and the Cold War.

Considering the varying broader contexts, however, helps only to explain differences between Britain and West German scholarship at the level of the historical object of study as such. The picture can be rendered even more graphic by looking at the way in which the legacy of specific approaches within the discipline played into the understanding of this particular field of study. It was not that German academic history did not have any earlier experience with social history or people’s history; this experience was also contrarious and rather paradoxical at that.

German historians of the first two postwar decades had been impregnated with a negative, or at least highly ambivalent, experience regarding history as a politically engaged practice. There had been attempts to develop something like a people’s history (Volksgeschichte) within historical scholarship during the 1920 and 1930s – but they were inspired rather by völkisch ideas, eventually teaming up with the Right and not the Left. During the Nazi dictatorship these historians (some of them methodologically quite innovative) had sided with the Nazis, and some of them had even contributed as experts to their genocidal politics during World War II.32 No wonder, then, that an approach reminiscent of Blut und Boden

31. See, for instance, Mason’s seminal study and collection of documents, Timothy W. Mason, Arbeiterklasse und Volksgemeinschaft. Dokumente und Materialien zur deutschen Arbeiterpoli-
32. The public controversy about the collusion between professional historiography and German right-wing politics was launched, among others, by historians Peter Schöttler and Götz Aly; see Peter Schöttler (ed.), Geschichtsschreibung als Legitimationswissenschaft 1918–1943 (Frankfurt
was not in high esteem after 1945, either among conservative proponents of conventional political history, or among the new generation of emphatic supporters of democratic values who had taken their chances to learn the lessons of re-education, thus coming to terms with the past (Vergangenheitsbewältigung) during the early years of the Federal Republic.

It was crucial for the professional formation of the generation of Hans-Ulrich Wehler, Jürgen Kocka, Hans and Wolfgang J. Mommsen, Dieter Groh, et al., however, that some of these former proponents of Volksgeschichte – in particular those, like Werner Conze and Theodor Schieder, still relatively young after 1945 – were not only integrated or re-integrated into the university system, but became regretful, democratic liberals in Cold War West Germany. They instructed the young social historians who would later be so critical of The Making.33 Discussion about this component of the origins of West German social history did not start until the 1990s. The results of an interview project conducted by Rüdiger Hohls and Konrad H. Jarausch, which were published in print in 2000, offer some insights into the intellectual atmosphere that cleared the ground for a critical and liberal, often also social-democratic social history in the Federal Republic.34 According to the memories of those from the younger generation interviewed, subjects like the elders’ possible involvement in Nazi politics had remained a taboo in the conversations between mentors and disciples. Although the latter were themselves politicized during the 1960s, in ways similar to their peers in other social sciences and humanities, a militant and engaged self-understanding of scholarship had no homestead in the colloquia with their mentors.

Thus, while Thompson and his generation of leftist non-conformists, many of them communists or former communists firmly connected to a democratic infrastructure of adult education, set out to stir up the Cold War stasis of politics and professional historiography,35 the political objectives of the leading West German social historians were entirely different. Admittedly, there existed also in West Germany a pre-1968 culture of intellectuals whose practical engagement in adult education resembled...
Thompson’s engagement in evening classes during the 1950s: philosophers, sociologists, and jurists like Leo Kofler, Theo Pirker, Wolfgang Abendroth, to name the most prominent ones. But they were a relatively small group and not connected to the discipline of history in the “osmotic” way that was characteristic for Thompson’s network. “Progressive” West German social historians at that time were thus in no position to recover and revive a legacy of “socialist humanism” deeply rooted in the political and intellectual culture of their country. Their prime concern, instead, was to finally break with the anti-liberal traditions within German intellectual and political culture, which had contributed not only to the establishment of the Nazi dictatorship but also to the “community of silence” that marked the early Federal Republic. An intellectual background of experience such as the one their British counterparts could draw on had historically been severed already in 1933. The anti-fascist internationalism of the 1930s and 1940s had certainly not been the world of German middle-class intellectuals. Moreover, the mere fact that “anti-fascism” and “Marxism” alike had been promoted to central elements of communist state ideology within their own nation, but on the other side of the Iron Curtain, contributed to discrediting their intellectual and political ancestry as a legitimate source of inspiration.

The generational experience of National Socialism and the German Cold War thus provided a highly unpromising environment to receive, understand, and embrace the Anglo-Saxon variant of a compassionate social history firmly rooted in a pluralistic anti-fascist and left-wing tradition. It was much better suited for concepts of modernization or technocratic approaches, and for history in the idiom of structuralist social sciences. Thompson’s historiographic practice was enabled by and rested on the politics of a fully legitimate left-wing populism, a legitimacy that, although contested and often marginalized, dated back several generations within the political culture of Great Britain. In post-fascist Germany, populism was inevitably associated with the extreme right (or with right- and left-wing totalitarianism in general), and politically engaged scholars, in particular historians, would keep it at bay: history should remain sober and rational; it should not again become contaminated with this disease. I think that this accounts a lot for the distanced and at least problematic relation to the working class as a historical subject in the double sense of the word.

This resulted, among other things, in a consistent asymmetry in terms of possible transfers between the academic cultures of Great Britain and post-fascist West Germany. Comparing two prominent and, in this context, highly emblematic figures may serve here as an illustration: Ralf Dahrendorf’s sober and poignant observations about the Federal Republic as the successor society of the “Third Reich”, which in many ways built on the latter’s ambivalent modernization projects, but also his theory of class struggle in industrial society chimed nicely with the German postwar imperative to evaluate the modernization process since the nineteenth century in an analytical and matter-of-fact way, aiming at generalizations about class and society in late capitalism. He became a sort of progressive Wunderkind of the first generation, both of West German sociology and liberal politics. Meanwhile, Thompson’s rather romantic attempt to historiographically do justice to the hopeless struggle of the Luddite machine destroyers has its origins in an entirely different tradition of reappraising and reclaiming the visionary legitimacy of past popular struggles within a highly idiosyncratic national context. Dahrendorf, being the son of a prominent social democratic resistance fighter persecuted by the Nazis, could easily travel back and forth between the two countries and its respective bourgeois worlds, ultimately reaching the peak of his career in Great Britain, where he taught as a professor at various universities and was created a baron. Edward P. Thompson, who in the preface to The Making attacked none other than Dahrendorf as a proponent of a structural-functionalist class theory,37 remained for a long time exotic and marginal among German social historians. Germany could easily “export” its most brilliant academic talent to Great Britain, while the authentic voices of popular culture fell on deaf ears in Germany.

NEW POLITICS, HISTORIOGRAPHIC “TURNS”, AND THE CANONIZATION OF THE MAKING IN GERMANY

However, The Making turned out to have a significant meaning for the subsequent generation of historians that emerged in the late 1970s, the one introduced into social history by the Bielefeld School generation. I am now speaking, of course, of my own generation, which was too young to be marked by the politics of 1968, but fully exposed to the impact of “new social movements” evolving during its aftermath in the 1970s and 1980s. This generation could seek and choose its options from within a broad left-liberal consensus established in consequence of 1968 in the academy and large parts of society alike. What this predicament could mean for younger “alternative” historians can be illustrated by recalling my personal

“encounter” with *The Making*. I was then, during the late 1970s, part of a student group majoring in history at the Free University (FU) in West Berlin, then still firmly enclosed by communist East Germany, but nevertheless a hotbed of left-wing activism, libertarian sub-cultures, and exciting intellectual experiments. As a self-organized “Studienkollektiv”, we found ourselves pursuing a thorough education in Marxism in the philosophy department. Now, we wanted to find out what Marxist history as a scholarly pursuit might look like. Nothing of the sort was on offer in the very conservative history department at the FU, so we created our own syllabus alongside the official course programme and started reading German Marxist historiography, which at that time meant publications coming from close by, from the German Democratic Republic. There, after all, communists were in power and Marxism-Leninism was the only permissive frame for any historiography. While getting quickly frustrated over these readings, one day one of us put a large hardback volume (a copy from the university library) on the table and declared: “I found it! This is what we have to read.” It was *The Making of the English Working Class*. We dropped East German Marxist historiography immediately and spent an entire year reading and trying to understand *The Making*. When the last page had been turned we came to the categorical conclusion: this has to be translated into German.38

Although we were beginners with regard to writing, not to speak of translating, Suhrkamp publishers, whose speciality, among others, had always been to bring into the German debate a range of advanced Marxist scholarship from all over the world, and who paid little attention to the opinion of established German historians, accepted our proposition immediately. Thus, we spent several years translating *The Making* while also writing our master’s theses and engaging in some political activism here and there, including launching a history workshop movement in West Berlin and West Germany, inspired by the British example.39

What made this book so fascinating from the perspective of young historians involved in the new social movements of the post-1968 era? Firstly, we received *The Making* as a rare model of Marxist historiography breaking the monopoly of Marxism-Leninism in the field of historiography,

---

38. See Edward P. Thompson, *Die Entstehung der englischen Arbeiterklasse*, 2 vols, translated from the English by Lotte Eidenbenz, Mathias Eidenbenz, Christoph Goffry, Thomas Lindenberger, Gabriele Mischkowki, Christoph Goffry, Thomas Lindenberger, Ray Mary Rosdale (Frankfurt am Main, 1987). The names indicated with an asterisk had been members of the student group. Credit for making us read *The Making* goes to Manfred Gailus, who later specialized in, among other things, the history of moral economy and food riots. See Manfred Gailus, “Food Riots in Germany in the Late 1840s”, *Past and Present*, 145:1 (1994), pp. 157–193.

which, from a German perspective, had been established as a consequence of the Cold War intra-German polarization of intellectual and political life. It demonstrated the possibility of a radical critique of capitalism departing from the basic tenets of Marxian thinking, integrating “scientific” excellence and political commitment, and reaching out to a large audience – totally contrary to the tedious, dogmatic “short-course” type of party history typical of the GDR. It was the intriguing versatility of similar innovative historiographical movements of the time, which then, inspired by British Marxists as much as by the micro-history of Carlo Ginzburg and Giovanni Levi, by the Annales school and post-structuralism in France, and finally by US-American oral history and social anthropology, fused until the mid-1980s in the programme of Alltagsgeschichte, the history of everyday life.\textsuperscript{40} Side by side and, to some extent, interacting with emerging feminist scholarship, this grew into a self-conscious and deliberate challenge to the established structure-functionalist social history of the 1960s and 1970s, including its abstention from political militancy. According to an observer of the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, this yielded an astonishing fact: “History, which used in Germany to be such a solemn social science, is now the only discipline in the humanities that can boast a grass-roots movement”.\textsuperscript{41}

Within the programme of Alltagsgeschichte the terms “agency” and “experience” played a key role, although they were not necessarily discussed with explicit reference to their frequent usage and discussion in Thompson’s writing. The coinage and use of these concepts could also draw on some German intellectual sources, in particular the phenomenological sociology of the 1920s, and thus amalgamated to form a characteristically German “idiom” of theoretically informed “history from below”.

The subsequent story about The Making’s German reception is quickly told. After a number of fierce debates and polemics culminating around 1984, Alltagsgeschichte became more or less integrated and accepted within the more refined understanding of social history. Joining the international trend, this “enhanced social history” (“Sozialgeschichte in der Erweiterung”), as it had already been postulated by Werner Conze as early as 1974,\textsuperscript{42} was soon renamed and reinvented as “cultural history”, representing from then on the mainstream approach to history in Germany until today, at least outside the field of the still rather “political” contemporary

\textsuperscript{40} See, for instance, the following English-language overview of this intellectual project: Alf Lüdtke (ed.), The History of Everyday Life: Reconstructing Historical Experiences and Ways of Life (Princeton, NJ, 1995).


history (Zeitgeschichte). Within this pluralist and “turn”-driven cultural history, The Making has meanwhile been widely accepted as an iconic model of “history from below”. Consequently, the finest and most subtle works on the history of the German working class and their organizations, such as a brilliant study by Thomas Welskopp (who had been a student of Kocka) on the living world of the early social democrats, are post-Thompsonian in the best sense of the term. It has to be noted, too, that among many West German scholars the shift towards this “enhanced social history” had begun already before the German translation was finally published in 1987 under the title Die Entstehung der englischen Arbeiterklasse, as Günther Lottes duly noted in his excellent review article on this occasion. The Making’s canonization since then can be traced by browsing thematic overviews and bibliographies. It figures as a classic when the issues of class constitution and the history of capitalism come up in textbooks and manuals. In a number of other humanities, it is referred to as a ground-breaking achievement in surveys on fields of study as diverse as the history and theory of pedagogy, communication and media studies, gender studies, social anthropology, not to mention “culture” in general. Consequently, The Making has become part of “normal science” also in Germany.

43. Thomas Welskopp, Das Banner der Brüderlichkeit. Die deutsche Sozialdemokratie vom Vormärz bis zum Sozialistengesetz (Bonn, 2000).
This, then, was the state of the art in Germany established during the 1990s, a politically turbulent decade for Europe and Germany, beginning with a series of successful democratic revolutions and ending with several transitions to liberal capitalism in Eastern Central Europe. The end of the Cold War stalemate also brought the reappearance of war and genocide within Europe, and the fall of an empire, the Soviet Union. What do these deep and sudden changes signify for the legacy of *The Making* as a history of class formation and of industrial capitalism, if taken both as scholarly practice and political engagement?

For historical scholarship the demise of communist regimes brought about a huge practical and intellectual challenge that also amounted to a unique opportunity: the making and unmaking not only of these dictatorships, but also the societies and cultures the communist dictators had suppressed and controlled during at least four, and in some larger areas up to seven, decades, could now be researched on the basis of abundant and newly accessible archival sources. This challenge had a tremendous effect on professional history in Germany. Interacting with the ongoing and even growing public interest in the past of the Nazi dictatorship and the Second World War, it contributed to a dynamic of expansion and public visibility of contemporary history, which now increasingly came to represent the discipline of history *tout court* in Germany. Can perspectives and approaches like the ones formulated in *The Making* still relate to these current questions and concerns?

It has to be acknowledged that the end of the Cold War has made some of the basic enquiries and findings of *The Making* more problematic than they might have been already – not least thanks to its being permeated by a very peculiar national culture. Thompson’s statement that the idea of an alternative *system* has to take root if the process of class formation is to be completed is one of them. At the very end of *The Making*, he defines the new class consciousness achieved around 1830 in England as a consciousness, on the one hand, of identical interests among a diversity of people. Then he continues: “On the other hand, there was a consciousness of the identity of the interests of the working class, or ‘productive classes’ as against those of other classes; and within this there was maturing the claim for an alternative system.”

Thompson emphasized “system” in order to denote an essential alternative to capitalism as a whole, i.e. to the total market system within

which the working class as a social and cultural structure had come about, within whose politics it had established its “presence”.

As is well known, workers and working-class consciousness were also massively “present” in some of the revolutions around 1989. The latter were not only democratic, but also quickly turned out to be pro-market economy, in some instances with worker organizations assuming a leading role. They were informed more by Joan Robinson’s famous aphorism, which, in its paraphrased form, says that “the only thing worse than being exploited by capitalism is not being exploited by capitalism” (which had become a sort of folk truism in the Eastern Bloc by the 1980s) than by the ambitious projects to reform the socialist system, as propagated by Gorbachev, some enlightened apparatchiks, as well as by numerous dissident activists who quickly became a minority in the movements they had helped to bring about. With *The Making* at the back of our minds, we have to ask ourselves: How does this fit? How does *The Making* “sound” in the very region of world history where the first attempt to institutionalize such an “alternative system” to capitalism, namely state socialism, had turned out to be an all-out and catastrophic failure?

On the one hand, reflecting on this issue leads inevitably, again, to contextualizing *The Making* thoroughly in a peculiar historical setting, in its own time of being written, and to the fact that something like a “working class” and its potential to become a subject of democratic struggle is quintessentially contingent, and, seen in hindsight, even a rather unlikely “event”.

On the other hand, we are faced, these days, with scenarios not so dissimilar from the epoch of early industrialization. The crumbling of Marxism-Leninism has left behind a vast vacuum that has been, starting more than two decades ago, reconquered by capitalist accumulation, partly in the most “primitive” (ursprünglich) way imaginable. This was and is capitalist transformation of the most violent kind, unfettered by regulation, predatory, and greedy, in particular if one looks at those parts of the former Soviet Empire that did not have the chance to quickly join the EU and its regime of regulated market economy and “social democracy”. What is currently happening in Ukraine, Russia, Belarus, and other central Asian republics may well be comparable with the epoch of primitive accumulation and market revolution in Western Europe three centuries earlier, including the processes of class formation and of worker politics. Then, as now, the struggle for independent unions, for citizens’ rights of

---

52. For an opposite view on the role of the working class (or, more precisely, the labour movement and the “left”) as the most fundamental agent of democratization in Europe since the nineteenth century, see Geoff Eley, *Forging Democracy: The History of the Left in Europe, 1830–2000* (Oxford [etc.], 2002).
subsistence and political participation, were and are being fought with unbridled brutality, dividing whole nations by estranging the elites from the people, with gentry, oligarchs, and their lackeys on the one side, and peasants, workers, and townspeople on the other.53

What is true for the former Soviet Union applies also to other world regions, even in those “fortunate” areas in which capitalism, at least to some minimum extent, has been made comparably “safe” by state regulation and a functioning civil society. The brutal consequences of austerity politics in some of the crisis-stricken regions of the European Union and the successive waves of migration from the Global South to the Global North that we are witnessing today will certainly trigger the reconstitution of social classes and of class politics. Whether and how the social and political rights of the many and a capitalist future are reconcilable or not will be one of the fundamental stakes in the emergence of new political movements both on the far left and on the far right. Will a book like The Making remain useful reading when it comes to understanding these renewed dynamics of capitalist development and democratic struggles? I think so, but only by taking a stance of critical relativization, rather than of imitative appropriation. Reading The Making can still, I am quite sure, enhance the imagination and sharpen analytical sensibilities, but not by positing the historical “making of a working class”, as it “happened” in Western Europe in several countries, as a sort of historical “gold standard” or a “holy grail”, which has to be searched for in countries undergoing capitalist transformation or retransformation in our days.

The Making has to be read attentively, keeping in mind the structure of this epic. After clarifying his view on “class” and the history of its formation in the famous preface, Thompson forces the reader to cope with 200 pages filled with a long and highly idiosyncratic prehistory of popular politics before the first capitalists and workers even took to the stage. It is this ground-breaking shift of emphasis within working-class history that has to be embraced among Thompson’s multiple and highly original insights. The ultimate telos of The Making, after all, is not the working class for the sake of the working class, but, in the terminology of today, human rights and democracy. At the very end of his account, when he looks back in a somewhat melancholic tone on the historical failure of a combination between the early English working-class movement and the anti-utilitarian critique of Romanticism, Thompson concludes: “Yet the working people should not be seen only as the lost myriads of eternity. They had also nourished, for fifty years, and with incomparable

53. For an impressive allegory of these new-old class struggles see the highly reflective, but thrilling feature film Za Markska (For Marx) (Russia, 2013, dir. Svetlana Baskova), to be seen on youtube.com.
fortitude, the Liberty Tree. We may thank them for these years of heroic culture.”
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Thomas Lindenberger. *Del estructuralismo al culturalismo: la dilatada recepción de The Making y su actualidad reconsiderada desde una perspectiva de la post-Guerra Fría.*

Basándose en la experiencia del autor como uno de los traductores al alemán de *The Making of the English Working Class* (título español: *La formación de la clase obrera en Inglaterra*) en este texto se expone la dilatada y contradictoria recepción de esta obra en Alemania. Cuando la *magnum opus* de E.P. Thompson se publicó hace cincuenta años, al mundo académico alemán de ambos lados del Telón de acero se le pasó el tomar nota de ello durante varios años. La relativamente silenciada recepción en Alemania Occidental a lo largo de la década de 1970 se caracterizó por el rechazo arguyendo la carencia de un marco teórico y el „subjetivismo“. El examen contrastado de los contextos de la Gran Bretaña de post-guerra, con su experiencia popular antifascista, y de la Alemania Occidental post-fascista, resulta útil para comprender por qué el “lenguaje empírico” de la historia de la clase obrera planteado por Thompson fracasó en su momento a la hora de llamar la atención tanto de los representantes más relevantes de la nueva generación de historiadores sociales “progresistas” en Alemania como de un público lector mucho más extenso. Fue tan sólo con la llegada de la *Alltagsgeschichte*, de la historia feminista y, de forma mucho más general, del giro cultural en las humanidades que *The Making* y su traducción al alemán llegaron a convertirse en un punto de referencia canónico tanto en la historia específica de la clase obrera como en el ámbito más amplio de las humanidades. Un breve epílogo analiza su perdurable potencial como herramienta de comprensión histórica de los procesos actuales de formación de clase en el mundo de la post-Guerra Fría y en las luchas por los derechos humanos.
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